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ABSTRACT
Gauge data over North Africa are used to provide an assessment of satellite and blended rainfall products for
1988–94 and for 1998. A comparison is also made with the Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC)
gauge dataset. For the 1988–94 period, mean fields and latitudinal transects for the June–July–August season
are presented, based on a 515-station gauge dataset, the GPCC gauge data, the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) blended data, the infrared-based Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite precipitation
index (GPI), and the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) microwave estimates. Error calculations are
also presented. The mean fields derived from the dense gauge network, the GPCC gauge-only analysis, and the
GPCP are remarkably similar. The bias, with reference to the seasonal rainfall field based on the denser network,
is about 3%–4% for either GPCC or GPCP. Agreement is relatively good, even in individual years. The rms
error associated with these datasets is 12% for seasonal rainfall totals; thus, the error is largely random. In
contrast, there are large systematic errors in the satellite-only analyses of GPI and SSM/I, with biases of 20%
and 40% for the mean rain field as a whole and much larger biases in individual years. The rms errors are nearly
2 times as great. For 1998, a 920-station gauge dataset was available for a smaller section of West Africa. The
comparison confirmed the superior performance of GPCP and demonstrated the lower level of performance of
both GPCP and GPCC at the monthly scale as compared with the seasonal scale. Overall, the results of this
study underscore the continued need for extensive gauge networks to describe adequately the large-scale precipitation field over Africa.

1. Introduction
In 1997 the National Aeronautics and Space Agency
(NASA) of the United States and the National Space
Development Agency of Japan launched a new satellite
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designed to monitor rainfall over the global Tropics.
This satellite, termed the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM), affords the opportunity to monitor
rainfall in regions where conventional rainfall data are
scarce (Kummerow et al. 2000). This includes not only
the tropical oceans, but also many continental regions.
Over Africa, where political instability and economic
woes have led to a decline in surface meteorological
stations in many countries, TRMM offers much potential.
Rainfall monitoring is of particular importance for
this drought-prone continent, especially in light of a
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major decline in rainfall that occurred some time in the
1960s. Almost everywhere in Africa, mean rainfall for
the period of 1968–97 was lower than during the period
of 1931–60. This trend toward increasingly arid conditions has been most pronounced during the last two
decades, but it began even earlier in the Sahel, where
mean rainfall for the last 30 years has been some 20%–
40% below the mean for the 1931–60 period (Nicholson
et al. 2000).
Routine monitoring and analysis of this situation is
difficult because of the relative paucity of rainfall information that is transmitted beyond the local country
or region. The data in most of the current archives, such
as those of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) or the Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst
(Rudolf 1993), consist mostly of rainfall information
transmitted via the Global Telecommunications System
(GTS). The number-one goal of that system is to provide
daily, real-time observations for weather forecasting and
climate monitoring.
Transmission of data in real time is difficult for the
African meteorological services because the centralized
assembly and quality control of the rainfall data generally require 6 months to 1 year or more. Thus, only
a handful of major stations can be so supplied. For that
reason, the rainfall data that are entered into the GTS,
and from there into global archives, represent only a
few percent of the actual gauge data available for Africa.
For example, only about 12 stations in Mali report via
the GTS, but some 200 rainfall stations are actually
operative (K. Konare, Director of Mali Meteorological
Service, 2000, personal communication). Moreover,
technical problems and late reports also hinder data
transmission, so that on any given day a large number
of the stations in the GTS network are missing, and
some of the values transmitted may be in error. As a
consequence, few of the African stations transmitted to
the GTS have complete records, and monthly totals produced from them may be unreliable.
The confusion between the data available in readily
accessible archives and the observations actually taken
within African countries leads to the common misperception that an inadequate amount of rainfall data is
available for Africa and that the observations are at best
sporadic and unreliable (Nicholson 2000). For this reason, much current research relies instead on satellite
rainfall estimates, despite the fact that meteorological
satellites perform poorly over much of Africa. In some
parts of the continent, such as the equatorial regions,
satellite estimates are off by a factor of 2 or 3 (McCollum et al. 2000; Nicholson 2000). A case in point
is the study by Cook (1997), which puts equal weight
on satellite and gauge climatologies and validates a
model by using the satellite climatological data, despite
the fact that the large-scale structure of the rainfall field
is considerably different in the gauge climatological
data.
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The reality of the situation is that, in most African
countries, dense networks of surface gauges regularly
produce high-quality rainfall data. However, there are
exceptions. For two of the continent’s largest countries
(Zaire, now known as the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, and Angola), very little rainfall data are available for recent years. In other countries, data are sparse
in some of the more remote regions (which are often
those suffering most severely from drought). Therefore,
reliable satellite estimates of rainfall are critical both
for filling in such gaps and for real-time monitoring.
The purpose of the work reported in parts I (this
paper) and II (Nicholson et al. 2003) of this study is
manifold. The principal goal is to validate the rainfall
estimates produced for this region by the TRMM satellite. In doing so, we hope to demonstrate the availability and quality of gauge data for West Africa. We
also determine the adequacy of the West African precipitation estimates available in the most widely used
archive, that of the GPCC. Last, we determine the reliability of the long-term satellite estimates that have
been available to the global community since the 1980s.
This is the first step in a larger project that will use a
rainfall dataset with high temporal and spatial resolution
to validate TRMM rainfall estimates at the continent
scale.
Much of this work was accomplished through a workshop held in March of 2000 at the Florida State University. A group of 11 West African countries (Fig. 1)
was invited to participate in a TRMM validation exercise by assembling a monthly precipitation dataset for
1998. The meteorological services of these countries
enthusiastically contributed data for the validation exercise. The data provided by this group afford a unique
opportunity for the validation of a variety of rainfall
products.
In this article, the emphasis is on validating three preTRMM satellite and blended products: the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) precipitation index (GPI), a passive microwave-based product from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/
I), and the Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP), version 1, blended product. The last of these
is often combined with other satellite products or used
directly in various analyses. For a longer-term comparison, 1988–94 are considered. Validation is based on a
precipitation archive compiled by the first author
(termed NIC131) that contains a much larger number
of stations than GPCC does but far fewer than the number available for 1998. A detailed validation will also
be presented for 1998, based on the workshop gauge
data. In part II, several TRMM rainfall products are
validated by using only the 1998 data.
Section 2 of this article describes the general approach
of the study, the reference gauge datasets used, and the
gauge, satellite, and blended products to be validated.
Section 3 considers the mean rainfall fields over North
Africa for 1988–94 and includes a calculation of error
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FIG. 1. Countries participating in the West African TRMM validation workshop.

statistics. Only the boreal summer season of June–July–
August (JJA) is considered; thus, the analysis focuses
on equatorial and Northern Hemisphere Africa. Section
4 compares the various products with the workshop
gauge data for 1998, considering both August and the
May–September season. Section 5 presents a summary
and conclusions that concern the use of various rainfall
estimates.
2. Data and method
a. General approach
Neither gauges nor satellite-based estimates are perfect indicators of rainfall. Morrissey and Greene (1993)
and Xie and Arkin (1995, 1996) show that all satellite
estimates they examined have nonnegligible biases,
when compared with concurrent in situ observations.
With gauges, biases are introduced by gauge type, maintenance, and siting (Sevruk 1982; Legates and Willmott
1990) as well as by spatial sampling (Rudolf et al. 1994;
Morrissey et al. 1995; Huffman et al. 1995, 1997). Xie
and Arkin (1995) concluded these are small when compared with the bias in satellite estimates. They also
showed that if five or more gauges are available in a
2.58 3 2.58 latitude/longitude grid area, the error in the
areal averages from the gauges is about 10% or less.
This error is consistent with results obtained by the first
author in the context of previous analyses of African
rainfall (e.g., Nicholson 1986; Ba et al. 1995; Nicholson
et al. 1996).
In some cases, the assumption is made that the bias
in the gauge data can be neglected in comparison with
the random error in satellite data (e.g., Huffman et al.
1997) and that the satellite–gauge ‘‘blended’’ products
provide the most adequate representation of areal rainfall. This assumption may be in question when the gauge

network is relatively sparse, such as that used for the
GPCC gauge analysis for Africa (Rudolf et al. 1994;
Morrissey et al. 1995; Huffman et al. 1997). In that
particular case, few locations meet the Xie–Arkin criterion of five gauges in a 2.58 3 2.58 lat/lon area. However, McCollum et al. (2000) have concluded that the
GPCC gauge network is adequate for producing mean
fields and that the discrepancy between gauge and satellite estimates over Africa is likely due to inadequacies
in the satellite retrievals.
This paper takes the point of view that if the gauge
network is sufficiently dense, the bias and random error
in spatial averages are relatively small, so that the bias
and error of the satellite-based rainfall estimates and
various blended products can be adequately approximated. This is equivalent to assuming that the biases in
the gauge data are mainly random ones (attributable to
such things as gauge maintenance, siting, and exposure)
and will largely cancel out in spatial averages. Past studies suggest that this is a valid assumption. We found,
for example, that spatial averages within the Sahel based
on a well-spaced subset of gauges are almost identical
to those based on the entire set of gauges (Ba et al.
1995; Nicholson et al. 1996).
Using the above assumptions, gauge data are used to
provide a preliminary assessment of several satellite indicators and blended products. We will also assess the
GPCC gauge analysis, using the two much denser gauge
datasets mentioned earlier: NIC131 and the 1998 data
compiled at the TRMM validation workshop. A separate
study to validate the other products while taking the
random error of the high-resolution gauge data, as in
Krajewski et al. (2000), is being conducted by one of
the authors (J. McCollum) and will be published at a
later date.
It must be pointed out that two of the blended prod-
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FIG. 2. Rainfall stations in the Nicholson (1986) archive (NIC131) that report during 1988–94.

ucts (GPCC and GPCP) may or may not be completely
independent of the NIC131 dataset. It is impossible to
know with certainty because the gauges used for the
GPCC analysis are not identified. It is presumed, however, that they are the same gauges that are ultimately
reported in NOAA publications such as ‘‘Monthly Climatic Data for the World.’’ A review suggests that most
of those gauges are in the NIC131 dataset. However,
NIC131 and GPCC can be considered to be largely independent for three reasons. First, the number of gauges
in the NIC131 dataset is well over 10 times as great as
the number in the GPCC dataset. Second, the NIC131
dataset has generally retained records from the original
station in each city, whereas the official reports from
the individual countries generally shifted to airport sites
in the major cities, such as those reported to GPCC.
Third, GPCC contains a large amount of missing data,
particularly over Africa. Thus, in few cases are all days
of a month available. By validating GPCC and GPCP
with the NIC131 data, one can determine whether the
very small number of gauges utilized in these products
is adequate over Africa.
b. Gauge data for North Africa
The stations in the NIC131 archive are shown in Fig.
2. This entire set of stations is used for a general, visual
comparison with other rainfall products in section 3.
However, a quantitative comparison for 1988–94 uses
a somewhat smaller analysis sector, eliminating the area
in Fig. 2 that lies east of 308E. This area is eliminated
because data coverage is sparse, because the archive
includes no stations in Ethiopia or Eritrea for the 7-yr
period. In the smaller analysis sector, the archive includes a total of 691 stations, but only 515 stations were
operative during 1988–94. A more detailed description
is found in publications based on this archive (Nicholson
1979, 1986; Nicholson et al. 1996, 2000). Not all of the
515 stations are available in every year, but 80% have
data in at least 5 of the 7 years.

The GPCC produces, from the previously mentioned
GTS data and other records, a gridded rainfall analysis at
2.58 3 2.58 resolution. This scale makes it compatible with
various satellite and blended products. This dataset is referred to as the GPCC gauge-only analysis, and it is based
on a network of stations that varies from about 500 to 600
stations per month in 1988 to approximately 250 stations
in 1994 in the analysis sector shown in Fig. 2.
In contrast to the limited number of stations available
in NIC131 or the GPCC gauge-only analysis, the workshop participants provided rainfall data for 1026 stations
for the smaller analysis sector shown in Fig. 3. The
availability of gauges per country varied widely, ranging
from 132 and 215 for Burkina Faso and Ghana to 24
for Togo. After combining these with data for Sierra
Leone and Nigeria and eliminating stations with no geographical coordinates, 920 stations were available for
comparison with satellite rainfall estimates. The total
number is indicated by country in Table 1. It is noted
that there are considerably more stations in many of the
participating countries, but data were not yet ready for
dissemination at the time of the workshop.
All data had been prescreened by the quality-control
measures of each meteorological service. Procedures
vary among the services, but, in all cases, long-term
station records facilitated the quality-control task. At
the workshop, only limited quality control could be carried out because, except for a small subset of stations,
data were available only for a 3-month period during
1998. Nevertheless, a second round of quality control
was performed visually by examining various statistical
and graphical representations of the data. This permitted
the identification of values that were extreme when compared with values at surrounding stations or when compared with variance measures approximated from stations for which we possessed long-term records. Only
a few questionable values were found. In some instances, values that were initially flagged were retained because 1998 was an extremely wet year in parts of West
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FIG. 3. Rainfall stations contributed by workshop participants. Shading is used to discriminate
stations visually and is arbitrary.

Africa and the seasonal cycle was also somewhat anomalous for that year.
c. Satellite-based rainfall estimates and blended
products
There are two distinct approaches to satellite estimation of rainfall, one based on IR/visible data and one
based on passive microwave data. The IR/visible approach exploits the relationship between clouds and precipitation, utilizing mainly statistical regressions. The
higher-frequency microwave data can be indicative of
the presence of ice scattering, which is more physically
linked to precipitation than is the cloud detected by IR/
visible methods. The IR/visible data are obtained mainly
from geostationary satellites; the microwave data are
obtained from polar-orbiting satellites. Thus, the IR/visible methods have the advantage of better sampling provided by the geostationary satellites. Both methods have
shortcomings. In the IR thresholding methods, calibraTABLE 1. Number of stations available in 1998 for
validation exercise.
Country

No.
stations

Benin
Burkina Faso
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Senegal
Togo

56
132
39
215
74
30
90
54
95
79
24

tion is based on limited measurements and the threshold
temperatures and proportionality constants used in the
approach vary in time and space (Arkin and Xie 1994).
Microwave methods, although more physically based,
rely on a model with many approximations. Also, statistical (empirical) relationships are generally used for
rainfall estimation over land through microwave methods.
In view of the shortcomings of both IR and microwave methods, the current state-of-the-art method is
blended datasets. These synergistically combine independent information sources to construct gridded fields
of monthly precipitation. Gauge data, IR thresholding
or outgoing longwave radiation estimates, microwave
scattering–based estimates (over land and ocean), microwave emission–based estimates (ocean only), and
model predictions of rainfall in data-sparse areas are
variously combined (e.g., Huffman et al. 1995; Xie and
Arkin 1996).
In this study, three satellite or blended products are
utilized: the GPI (Janowiak and Arkin 1991), the SSM/
I rain product (Ferraro 1997), and the GPCP, version 1,
blended product. The GPI is the GPCP infrared algorithm obtained from GOES, with 3-h sampling. The
SSM/I instrument is on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program polar-orbiting satellites and thus has
much less frequent temporal sampling than the GPI. The
GPCP version 1 (Huffman et al. 1995, 1997) combines
IR and microwave estimates with GPCC gauge data. All
of these datasets have been produced for a 2.58 3 2.58
lat/lon grid.
d. Data processing and analysis
Because the satellite and blended products represent
spatial averages, the gauge data must be gridded for
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comparison. It is most common that a pure arithmetic
average of all gauge data within a grid cell is calculated.
This approach is taken in the current study. According
to Xie and Arkin (1995), the error of such an average
is less than about 10% if there are five or more gauges
within each 2.58 3 2.58 lat/lon grid cell. This criterion
would mean that, using the NIC131 gauge dataset, only
25 grid boxes would be available for the validation of
the 1988–94 estimates in the analysis sector shown in
Fig. 2. Choosing a less rigid criterion of three stations
per grid increased this number to range from 45 grid
cells in 1994 to 65 in 1988. A test of the influence of
station number on grid average showed that, in most
cases, the average based on three randomly chosen stations in the grid was not greatly different from that based
on all stations in the grid.
The next step of the validation was to compare
NIC131 gauge data for 1988–94 with the GPCC gauge
analysis and with three pre-TRMM satellite and blended
products. The period of 1988–94 was chosen, because
it is the only one with a full complement of data for the
satellite and blended products and the rain gauges. In
this analysis only the boreal summer period of June–
August is used. This is the early-to-main rainy season
in Africa, accounting for 60%–90% of the annual precipitation in most of the analysis sector. These months
were chosen both for that reason and because numerous
other validations and analyses have been limited to this
season. The time period of 1988–94 was also used in
the analysis of McCollum et al. (2000). Except for SSM/
I, all pre-TRMM products are available for each month
of the 7-yr analysis period. SSM/I data are missing from
July of 1990 to December of 1991, because of the failure
of the 85-GHz channels during that period (Hollinger
1991). Because the entire period was relatively dry, this
would not have greatly affected the results.
The next step was to grid the workshop gauge data
for the 1998 validation exercise. The validation included
both monthly and seasonal rainfall estimates. In this
case, because of the large number of stations, the more
rigid five-gauge criterion was utilized. This yielded 40
grid boxes at the 2.58 3 2.58 level of spatial resolution,
containing a total of 858 stations (Fig. 4; top). Some of
the grid boxes contained over 90 stations and most contained from 10 to 50 gauges, so that an excellent spatial
average could be produced. For comparison, the number
available for the GPCC analysis in August of 1998 is
indicated also in Fig. 4 (bottom). Within these 40 grid
boxes, the GPCC analysis had a total of 79 stations
available, about one-half of what had been available
there in earlier years.
3. Results for the 1988–94 period
Four types of analyses are carried out for 1988–94.
In the first, the mean rainfall field for JJA is compared
for the five datasets, using contoured maps. The contouring was based on the gridded data but with data-
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FIG. 4. Grid boxes with adequate gauge data for select satellite–
gauge comparisons for 1998. (top) Shading indicates 2.58 3 2.58
boxes with five or more gauges; number of gauges in each box is
indicated. (bottom) Number of gauges in the GPCC analysis for Aug
1998.

sparse regions filled in using a ‘‘nearest neighbor’’ approach. The second analysis examines five latitudinal
transects, so as better to compare gradients and magnitudes. The third is a point-by-point comparison of
gridded rainfall estimates from the various datasets. The
fourth is an error calculation for each month, assessing
bias, rms error, and ratios by using the NIC131 dataset
as a reference.
a. Characteristics of the mean summer rainfall field
over North Africa
The first task was to establish a reliable mean rainfall
field from high-density gauge data that can serve to
assess the adequacy of the GPCC gauge network and
to validate the satellite and blended products. Although
this task should be straightforward, the previously mentioned misperceptions about the quality and quantity of
African rainfall data require that considerable attention
be paid to this question.
Here, the NIC131 dataset is used to establish a gauge
‘‘climatology’’ (description of climatological means) for
1988–94. Unfortunately, very little information is available for Ethiopia and Eritrea during those years. Hence,
the gauge climatology shown in Fig. 5b for that period
is not representative east of approximately 328E. Therefore, the long-term mean for 1930–80 (when many stations were operative in that region) is also shown (Fig.
5a). A comparison of these figures indicates that the
long-term mean field is reasonably representative for a
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FIG. 5. (a) Long-term mean rainfall for JJA, based on the entire length of record for all stations in the Nicholson
archive. Mean JJA rainfall (mm day 21 ; 1988–94), from (b) the NIC131 gauge dataset, (c) the GPCC gauge dataset,
(d) the GPCP blended data, (e) the GPI (IR satellite data), and (f ) SSM/I (microwave satellite data). Light shading
represents values between 8 and 10 mm day 21 ; dark shading represents values greater than 10 mm day 21 .

comparison with the other datasets. However, in the
central and western parts of the analysis sector, the isohyets for 1988–94 are displaced roughly 18 southward,
as compared with the long-term mean. This is related
to a general trend toward increasing aridity that began
in the late 1960s (Nicholson et al. 2000).
Figures 5a and 5b both show a general pattern that
consists of 1) mainly zonally oriented isohyets, 2) increasing rainfall from the high to the low latitudes, and
3) a rainbelt extending from the equatorial region to
about 158N. Also evident is a localized, relative minimum near the Guinea Coast of West Africa, in Ivory
Coast, Ghana, Benin, and Togo (;88N, 28W). This feature has long been recognized in the rainfall regime of
West Africa but has never been adequately explained
(Trewartha 1970; Griffiths 1972).
Three spatial maxima are apparent in the summer
rainfall belt, and these are clearly linked to topographic
factors. The westernmost maximum (;108N, 108W)

arises from the combined effects of the persistent, moisture-laden southwesterlies from the Atlantic hitting the
west coast almost perpendicularly and undergoing orographic ascent over the highlands of Guinea and Sierra
Leone. In this region, the mean JJA rainfall is as high
as 2000 mm (.20 mm day 21 ), and the annual mean
exceeds 5000 mm in some areas (Griffiths 1972; Nicholson et al. 1988). The central, smaller maximum (;58N,
108E) is linked to the mountainous region centered on
Cameroon, where annual rainfall exceeds 10 000 mm yr 21
on the highest peaks. It is a fairly localized maximum
imbedded within an expansive equatorial rainbelt that
extends eastward into Zaire. The third and easternmost
rainfall maximum (;108N, 388E) is centered over the
highlands of Ethiopia. It is clearly apparent in the longterm mean in Fig. 5a. Peak rainfall in the area of this
maximum has never been well established because of
the relatively sparse station network over Ethiopia, but
it reaches at least 1000 mm for JJA and 2300 mm for
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the year (Griffiths 1972; Griffiths and Hemming 1964;
Nicholson et al. 1988).
Figure 5c shows the mean climatology from the
GPCC gauge-only analysis for 1988–94. It is reassuring
to note the strong similarity in both pattern and magnitude between the NIC131 gauge climatologies and the
GPCC analysis, although the former are based on some
600 stations and the latter on roughly one-half of that
number. The agreement is remarkable, even with respect
to the location of critical isohyets, such as 2 and 4 mm
day 21 in the areas of high rainfall gradients. However,
the full intensities of the maxima are less clear from the
GPCC analysis. The few minor discrepancies in the patterns can be attributed to the contrast between the gridded GPCC product and the station data of NIC131 and
to the relatively coarse spatial resolution of the GPCC
data. Also worth noting is that these climatologies are
strikingly similar to that derived by Leroux (1983) (not
shown) based on some several thousand stations in this
region.
b. Satellite analyses of the mean rainfall field
All three analyses that incorporate satellite data (Figs.
5d–f) show the main features described in section 3a:
zonally oriented isohyets, a strong south–north latitudinal gradient, and an equatorial rainbelt. All show some
semblance of the dry zone along the Guinea Coast of
West Africa. However, only the GPCP, version 1, blended dataset (Fig. 5d), which combines the GPCC gauge
data with microwave and IR-based estimates, bears any
further resemblance to the gauge analyses.
The striking similarity between the GPCP and the
GPCC analysis suggests that the algorithm that produced the GPCP product relied heavily on the gauge
analysis in this region. However, this is a 7-yr, seasonal
mean. Results in sections 3d and 3e show that impact
of the satellite data is greater in individual years and
months.
The rainfall fields derived from satellite data alone
show a very different pattern (Figs. 5e and 5f). Both
satellite analyses show a rainbelt that is displaced several degrees northward and is more longitudinally continuous and more intense than is indicated by the gauge
data. Like the gauge data, the IR-based GPI shows three
maxima, but the central one is displaced well to the
north and east, distant from the topographic features that
produce this maximum in the true rainfall field. The
microwave-based SSM/I shows several maxima that
bear neither a relationship to topography nor any relationship to the spatial patterns evident in the gauge data.
Figure 6 shows the difference between the NIC131
analysis and each of the other analyses for each 2.58 3
2.58 grid box that contains three or more stations in the
NIC131 dataset. These are based on the mean rainfall
fields for 1988–94, but a somewhat more limited analysis sector than that shown in Fig. 2 is used to avoid
the data-sparse region in the east. To facilitate interpre-

FIG. 6. Differences fields between the NIC131 analysis (Fig. 5b)
and the remaining rainfall products (Figs. 5c–f). In this case, differences are based on 2.58 3 2.58 grid boxes. For the NIC131 data, all
stations in a grid box are averaged, and only grid boxes with three
or more stations in this dataset are used to produce the difference
fields.

tation of the figure, only the absolute magnitudes of the
differences are distinguished. It should be noted that the
differences are overwhelmingly positive, especially for
the pure satellite analyses. Of the 67 grid boxes, differences are negative in only 18 and 19 cases for GPCP
and GPCC, respectively, and these are generally small.
For the GPI and SSM/I analyses, the differences are
negative in 12 and 9 cases, respectively.
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In general, the differences are relatively small between NIC131 and GPCC; they exceed 0.5 mm day 21
at 20 of the 67 grid boxes and they exceed 1 mm day 21
at only 9. This confirms the conclusion of McCollum
et al. (2000) that the GPCC analysis provides an adequate representation of mean fields. The agreement between NIC131 and GPCP is also relatively good, with
differences exceeding 0.5 mm day 21 at 25 grid boxes
and 1 mm day 21 at only 10. The geographical regions
with the largest discrepancies between NIC131 and
GPCC lie toward the coasts. They include most of the
country of Guinea, parts of southern Ghana and Nigeria,
and highland regions in Cameroon. In all cases, the
discrepancies tend to be in areas where the GPCC gauge
network is sparse. The discrepancies between GPCP and
NIC131 are greatest in these same areas. This is not
surprising, because the GPCC gauge data are incorporated into the GPCP product. The latter, however, also
shows an area in the Sahel with larger discrepancies,
but these are all less than 1 mm day 21 .
The differences between NIC131 and GPI are considerably larger. They exceed 1 mm day 21 at 45 of the
67 grid boxes, and they range from 2 mm day 21 to over
7 mm day 21 at 28 of the 67 grid boxes. The agreement
with SSM/I is even worse, with differences exceeding
1 mm day 21 at all but 14 of the 67 grid boxes and
ranging from 2 to 6 mm day 21 at 38 of them. Differences
exceed 3 mm day 21 (roughly 50%–60% of the NIC131
gauge average) for 24 of the 67 grid boxes. For GPI,
the largest discrepancies are in near-equatorial latitudes
of central Africa, from roughly 12.58N to 58S. This includes large areas of Cameroon, Central African Republic, Zaire, and southern Chad. The differences between NIC131 and GPI are also large throughout most
of the Sahel. In contrast, the overestimation by SSM/I
is almost ubiquitous, although it does capture the boundaries of the rainbelt and the maximum over the Ethiopian
highlands at approximately 388E reasonably well.
c. Meridional transects of mean rainfall
To compare better the rainfall magnitude and gradients produced by the various datasets, meridional transects have been derived (Fig. 7). These were calculated
every 108 of longitude from 308E to 108W, using for
each dataset the grid boxes or stations within a 58 band
straddling these longitudes. Note that the horizontal axis
varies for the five transects.
For 1988–94, the reference gauge dataset has a limited number of stations in some eastern areas, such as
Zaire. To ensure that the gaps did not influence the
meridional patterns of rainfall, transects were also calculated for the longer period of 1901–97. The so-calculated transects present a true picture of the long-term
mean, based on many more stations than are available
for 1988–94. With two exceptions, the 1901–97 transects (not shown) were nearly identical to those for
1988–94, although the recent continental-scale desic-

FIG. 7. Meridional transects of mean JJA rainfall during 1988–94
at five locations across North Africa: 308E, 208E, 108E, 08, and 108W.
The gauge data from the NIC131 archive for these years are compared
with GPCC, GPCP, GPI, and SSM/I.

cation during the latter period was slightly evident in
some cases. The exceptions are around 88N at 108E and
from 08 to 58N at 308E; there the GPCC dataset probably
has few stations during 1988–94. With these exceptions,
the reference gauge transects in Fig. 7 can be assumed
to be valid for the 1988–94 period.
The transects underscore the similarities between the
two gauge datasets and the gauge–satellite blended
GPCP dataset. In some instances, the GPCP agrees more
with NIC131, in other instances, with GPCC. In general
there is good agreement among all three, strikingly so
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at 08 and 208E. The biggest discrepancies are near the
equator at 308E, where the GPCC gauge network is
sparse, and at 108E, where complex terrain introduces
extreme gradients in rainfall. Note also that at 108E, the
NIC131 dataset shows a small minimum near 98N that
is not evident in the coarser GPCP or GPCC data. A
look at monthly maps and means based on a greater
number of stations suggests that this is a real feature.
Of interest is that the SSM/I captures this feature.
In contrast to the similarity between the gauge and
blended analyses, there are large discrepancies between
these and the two satellite-only products, GPI and SSM/
I. In some areas, GPI performs very well. At 108W, it
agrees extremely well with NIC131, GPCC, and GPCP
in latitudes north of 108N but underestimates rainfall by
roughly 20%–30% closer to the equator. At 08, it appears
to overestimate rainfall everywhere north of 108N. At
108E, GPI captures the magnitude and trends reasonably
well, but further east it markedly overestimates rainfall
in almost all latitudes. The discrepancy is nearly a factor
of 2 at 208E in the area from 08 to 108N. SSM/I overestimates rainfall almost everywhere, and, as with the
GPI data, the discrepancy is often a factor of 2.
d. Comparison with gridded data at the seasonal
timescale
The 7-yr means discussed in sections 3a, 3b and 3c
tend to remove the random errors but show the systematic ones. Estimates for individual years will contain a
larger random component, and the various products may
prove to be less reliable on annual timescales. To illustrate the degradation of performance at this resolution,
‘‘best’’ and ‘‘worst’’ case scenarios for the individual
years have been selected and are depicted in Fig. 8.
These are defined, for each product, as the years with
the least and greatest rms error, respectively. For the
best year (1989), the differences are 0.5 mm day 21 or
less at 35 of 58 grid boxes for GPCC and at 26 of the
58 grid boxes for GPCP. They exceed 2.0 mm day 21 at
only one or two grid boxes. For the year in which the
GPI performs best (1991), the differences are 0.5 mm
day 21 or less at only 14 grid boxes but exceed 2 mm
day 21 at 13 grid boxes, out of a total of 56. For SSM/
I, in the best year (1988), the difference is 0.5 mm day 21
or less at only 13 of the 56 grid boxes, but these are
generally areas with very little rainfall. By comparison,
in this ‘‘best’’ year, differences exceed 2.0 mm day 21
at 36 grid boxes and range from 4.0 to over 9 mm day 21
at 16 grid boxes. In the years of worst performance,
they exceed 2.0 mm day 21 at 39 of 57 grid boxes for
SSM/I and at 34 of 65 grid boxes for GPI. In contrast,
even in the years of poorest performance, the differences
exceed 2.0 mm day 21 at only six grid boxes in the case
of GPCC and at only six grid boxes for the GPCP blended product.
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e. Analysis for 1988–94
Error statistics are calculated by comparing rainfall
estimates at individual grid boxes and by using the
NIC131 gauge archive as a reference. The analysis is
based on the 67 2.58 3 2.58 lat/lon grid boxes shown
in Fig. 6. The NIC131 gauge data have been gridded
to this size, using straightforward averaging. Only those
grid boxes are considered that have three or more stations in the NIC131 dataset. A separate error calculation
is made for each of the 7 years in 1988–94 and for the
mean fields for the 7 years. For the GPCC, satellite, and
blended data, biases and bias-corrected rms errors are
calculated relative to the NIC131 dataset.
The satellite and blended rainfall products contain
both random errors and systematic errors (the biases).
Here, the random error is estimated by first calculating
an additive bias of these products, based on the difference between the mean satellite or blended product and
the mean gauge estimate based on the NIC131 dataset.
This bias is then subtracted from the satellite/blended
estimate at each grid point. Last, the rms error for the
rainfall field as a whole is calculated based on the differences between the gridpoint value in the NIC131 estimate and the value of the other products at the same
grid point. This number can be interpreted as the likely
range over which the values at individual grid boxes
differ from gauge-estimated rainfall. It can be large even
when the bias is relatively small, indicating that the
errors are mainly random. Some indication of the dominance of random versus systematic error can be gleaned
by examining the variations in the biases and random
errors among individual years. Ratios of the other data
to the NIC131 gauge data are also calculated.
The results of all three calculations (rms error, additive bias, and ratios) are presented in Fig. 9. Two
features are apparent in the results. The first is the much
greater error in the GPI and SSM/I satellite products
than in the GPCC gauge-only product and the blended
GPCP product. The second is that for the GPCC and
GPCP products the bias and RMS error do not vary
much from year to year and the values for individual
years are similar to that for the mean field. This is not
the case for the two pure satellite products.
For both GPCC and GPCP, the bias and error are
relatively small. For GPCC, the additive bias is 0.17
mm day 21 (3%) for the 7-yr mean field, but it can be
as great as 0.35 mm day 21 (7%) in individual years.
The bias and the ratio of GPCC to NIC131 (1.05) indicate that the systematic error is relatively small. An
rms error of 0.62 mm day 21 for the mean field indicates
that the random error is significantly larger. The results
are similar for GPCP, with a bias of 0.21 (4%) for the
mean field and an rms error of 0.62. The ratio of GPCP
to NIC131 is likewise 1.05 in the mean, ranging from
1.03 to 1.09 in individual years.
All error statistics are much greater for GPI and SSM/
I. For GPI, the bias and the rms error are 1.07 mm day 21
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FIG. 8. Difference fields between the NIC131 analysis and the remaining rainfall products for the years of
(left) best and (right) worst performance of each product, as assessed from the rms error.

(20%) and 2.07 mm day 21 , respectively, for the 7-yr
mean field. The satellite-to-gauge ratios vary from 1.17
in 1991 to 1.55 in 1988. For SSM/I, the bias in the 5yr average is 2.02 mm day 21 (40%) and the rms error
is 3.00 mm day 21 . The rms error is as great as 4.1 mm
day 21 in individual years. The ratio of SSM/I to NIC131
is 1.44 for the 5-yr average.
4. Validation of GPCC and other products for
1998
Figure 10 shows the mean rainfall over West Africa
during August of 1998 and during the May–September
season of 1998, based on the reference gauge data as-

sembled at the workshop. August is shown because it
is the wettest month over most of the analysis sector.
Values for each grid box are indicated in millimeters
per day. In the map, all grid boxes with at least one
station are shown; if there are less than three stations,
an average is formed from the stations in the grid plus
the one or two nearest neighbors. For both August and
the season, the central core of the rainbelt is evident in
the latitudes of roughly 68–148N. In this core, rainfall
generally exceeds 4 mm day 21 , or roughly 120 mm
month 21 . The enhancement of rainfall by local topographic features is also strongly apparent, particularly
in the highlands of Guinea (;108N, 128W) and in northern Nigeria (128N, 108E). The dry zone along the Guinea
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FIG. 9. Plots of satellite–gauge ratio, rms error, and bias for each
year from 1988 to 1994 and for the entire 7-yr period, based on
seasonal totals at each grid point.
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Coast (;88N, 28W) is also evident, especially during
August.
It is first interesting to compare the gauge estimates
based on the workshop data with those based on the
GPCC gauges. The workshop gauge archive includes
920 stations in the analysis area (Fig. 3), as compared
with 79–85 stations in the GPCC set, depending on the
month. Figure 11 shows the difference between the
workshop or reference gauge data and the GPCC estimates for 2.58 3 2.58 lat/lon grid boxes. To minimize
sampling error, only those boxes with five or more reference gauges are used. The differences between the
GPCC gauge-only product and the reference gauge data
are generally less than 0.5 mm day 21 for the seasonal
analysis and are somewhat higher for the August analysis (but still generally less than 1 mm day 21 ). Not
surprising, the differences are generally greatest in the
grid boxes that contain no gauges in the GPCC archive
(values are estimated from surrounding stations). Five
of the six grid boxes with differences that exceed 2 mm
day 21 contain no stations.
Although the differences between seasonal values in
the GPCC seasonal estimates are generally less than 0.5
mm day 21 , this can be a relatively large percent of the
total rainfall. In the core of the rainbelt, where rainfall
exceeds 4 mm day 21 , the differences are generally on
the order of 5%–15% in grid boxes with adequate GPCC
gauges, but they are as great as 20%–30% in drier areas.
For August, the differences are considerably greater, on
the order of 25%–75% in many grid boxes.
Figure 12 shows latitudinal transects of August and
seasonal rainfall for 1998 calculated from GPCC and
the workshop gauges. These were calculated for a 108
longitudinal band from 2.58E to 7.58W, using, for each
dataset, the grid boxes or stations within this area. The
agreement between GPCC and the reference data is excellent for the season as a whole and is good for August.
The comparisons in Figs. 11 and 12 thus suggest that
the very low density GPCC dataset is adequate for assessing seasonal rainfall but may have problems in individual months. This question is further assessed in
Fig. 13 in which scattergrams of GPCC versus reference

FIG. 10. (left) August and (right) seasonal rainfall for 1998, based on GPI data at 1.08 3 1.08 resolution.
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FIG. 11. Differences (mm day 21 ) between GPCC data and workshop gauge data for (left) Aug and (right) May–Sep 1998 at
2.58 3 2.58 resolution.

gauge data for the individual months plus the whole
season are shown. There is a good linear relationship
with little bias, but the seasonal estimates are superior
to the monthly estimates. Also, the estimates are better
in the wetter months of July–September than in May
and June.
Figures 14 and 15 provide the same comparison as
Figs. 11 and 12 but for the satellite and blended products: GPI, SSM/I, and GPCP. The differences in the
gridded values (Fig. 14) are striking between the two
satellite-only datasets and the others. SSM/I has differences that exceed 2 mm day 21 in 13 grid boxes for
August and in 15 grid boxes for seasonal rainfall. The
difference is most often positive (i.e., SSM/I overestimates rainfall) for the season but is almost equally neg-

FIG. 12. Latitudinal transect of Aug and seasonal rainfall (mm
day 21 ) averaged for 7.58W–2.58E, based on GPCC data and workshop
gauge data.

ative or positive for August. For GPI, the differences
often exceed 2 mm day 21 in August and 1 mm day 21
on a seasonal basis. They are generally positive, suggesting a systematic overestimation by GPI, especially
in the north. The performance of GPCP, version 1, is
very similar to that of GPCC, although there is some
tendency for overestimation.
Figure 15 shows meridional transects of August and
seasonal rainfall for 1998 for the area of 2.58E to 7.58W.
The results are consistent with those in section 3 for the
7-yr mean. SSM/I and GPI perform poorly, with SSM/
I markedly overestimating seasonal rainfall nearly everywhere and GPI overestimating rainfall north of approximately 78N. The differences between these data
and gauge data are on the order of 2–3 mm day 21 averaged for the 5-month season. In contrast, the GPCP
estimates are very similar to those based on the workshop gauge data, although some overestimation by
GPCP is apparent. For August, SSM/I and GPI underestimate rainfall in the equatorial latitudes south of 98N
but markedly overestimate in all latitudes farther north.
Discrepancies between these and gauge data are lower
than with seasonal rainfall but are nonetheless on the
order of 0.3–0.6 mm day 21 (roughly a factor of 2 over
much of the transect). For August, the comparison between GPCP, GPCC, and workshop gauge data shows
considerable overestimation by the GPCC gauge and
GPCP blended products, almost as much as by the GPI
and SSM/I.
A more direct comparison is made in Table 2, which
gives the mean rainfall in five latitudinal bands for each
dataset for August of 1998. These bands correspond to
the five northernmost bands of grid boxes. The differences with respect to the reference gauge dataset are
also given in percent. In the core of the rainbelt around
118N, the workshop gauges give an average of 11.1 mm
day 21 in August while the other estimates range from
10.5 to 11.8 mm day 21 , and the difference is less than
7% for each. In the bands to the north and south of the
core, where the gauges give approximately 7 mm day 21 ,
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FIG. 13. Scattergrams comparing the workshop gauge data with the GPCC gauge-only estimates
(mm day 21 ) for each month from May to Sep plus the 5-month season. Each diagram includes
a total of 40 correlation pairs.

estimates from the other products range from 6.5 to 9.7
mm day 21 . The differences are generally positive (the
other products overestimate rainfall) and are on the order of 2%–14%, except for the GPI in the more northern
of these two bands. In that case, the difference is 54%.
The differences are considerably greater along the edges
of the rainbelt (the northern- and southernmost of the
five bands), where the workshop gauge data indicate
mean rainfall on the order of 2–3 mm day 21 or 60–90
mm month 21 . Even for the GPCC gauge data or the

GPCP blended product, the differences can be 20%–
50%. Thus, on a monthly basis, none of the tested rainfall products show consistently good agreement with
spatially averaged rainfall from the reference gauge dataset. On a seasonal basis (Table 3), the performance of
the GPCC and GPCP products improves, and the maximum difference is 11%. For the others, the differences
in seasonal totals between the various products and the
reference gauge dataset are comparable to those for
monthly totals.
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FIG. 14. Differences (mm day 21 ) between satellite or blended estimates (SSM/I, GPI, and GPCP, version 1) and
workshop gauge data for (left) Aug 1998 and (right) the 5-month 1998 season, at 2.58 3 2.58 resolution.

Scattergrams in Fig. 16 confirm the tendency for both
SSM/I and GPI to overestimate rainfall during the 1998
year. Nevertheless, the performance of GPI is relatively
good, with the correlation with gauge data and the rms
error being 0.94 and 0.8 mm day 21 , respectively, for
the season and 0.78 and 2.5 mm day 21 for August. The
performances of the GPCP blended analysis and the
GPCC gauge analysis are considerably better. The correlations with seasonal gauge data are 0.96 and 0.94 for
GPCP and GPCC, respectively, and the rms errors are
only 0.6 and 0.8 mm day 21 , respectively. SSM/I also
shows a high correlation (0.92) with gauge rainfall on
the seasonal timescale, despite the high bias noted earlier. This result indicates that SSM/I clearly responds to
rainfall variations but gives quantitatively incorrect values. The better agreement at the seasonal scale suggests
that random error associated with the monthly products
tends to get averaged out at the seasonal scale.
A more complete error analysis is presented in Part
II that further evaluates the error in these products and
compares them with the various TRMM products.

5. Summary and conclusions
This preliminary analysis has demonstrated the need
for extensive gauge networks for describing large-scale
precipitation fields over Africa and has validated the
current gauge product in common use, the GPCC analysis. Although some have suggested that gauge networks as sparse as that of the GPCC may provide a
picture of the rainfield that is inferior to that produced
by satellites, this study finds, in agreement with McCollum et al. (2000), that the GPCC product is reasonably reliable. The seasonal mean field derived from the
GPCC, based on some 250 reporting stations, is strikingly similar to that from the 400-station NIC131 gauge
dataset. However, for individual years, when many of
the GPCC stations fail to report, there can be significant
discrepancies. For individual months, the differences
between the various estimates and the reference gauge
dataset become considerably larger. Overall, the errors
in the GPCC analysis appear to be random, and they
are greatest in the areas with fewest gauges. In areas
with few gauges, estimates are improved when the sat-
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FIG. 15. Latitudinal transect of (top) Aug and (bottom) seasonal
rainfall (mm day 21 ) during 1998, based on workshop gauge data,
GPI, SSMI, and GPCP, version 1, products.

ellite–gauge blended GPCP algorithm is used. Nevertheless, use of an expanded or more complete gauge
network to derive this product could provide substantial
improvement in individual years or months.
The analysis further showed that over Africa the pure
satellite-based rainfall estimates include large biases
over much of the continent and large random errors.
Thus, reliable remote monitoring without the use of
gauge data is not yet feasible. As demonstrated earlier
by McCollum et al. (2000), the largest discrepancies are
in equatorial regions. That study further showed that
errors of a similar magnitude are not evident over other
tropical land areas, such as South America. A reason
for the inadequacy of the estimates over Africa is not
yet apparent, although they have speculated on several
possible factors, such as aerosols, droplet size, or atmospheric moisture. Some of these issues will be examined in Part II.
The failure of the satellite estimates to replicate reasonably the actual rainfall field further demonstrates that
analyses and investigations solely based on the satellite
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data might be seriously in error. A case in point is the
modeling study by Cook (1997) on the dynamics of the
mean rainfall regime over Africa. A main point of that
article was an explanation of the rainfall maximum over
central Africa evident in the GPI. The model produced
a mean field similar to that of the GPI analysis, including
a large and intense maximum over central equatorial
Africa, but no maximum over the Cameroon highlands,
where gauge-observed annual rainfall reaches 10 000
mm. The model’s ability to reproduce this fictitious
mean feature and other aspects of the satellite-generated
rainfall field was cited as evidence that topography
(which is not included in the model) does not play a
fundamental role in producing the mean field. Such a
conclusion is clearly contrary to our well-established
climatological knowledge of the region but might be
logical were the satellite-derived mean field representative of actual rainfall.
Despite the inadequacies of the pre-TRMM satellite
rainfall analyses over Africa, they can nevertheless be
useful in climatological studies if judiciously interpreted. Examples of such are numerous studies of convective activity over Africa, such as those of Duvel (1990),
Laing and Fritsch (1993), and Mohr and Zipser (1996).
Because of the discrepancies between the satellite-based
estimates and the gauge data, an improved rainfall product, as anticipated from the TRMM mission, will greatly
facilitate our understanding of meteorological processes
over many regions of Africa.
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2.9
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3.6
3.9
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TABLE 3. As in Table 2 but for seasonal rainfall totals.
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